PT. # 385
FORD MUSTANG A/C PULLEY COVER INSTRUCTIONS

1. Before installing check to see if your air conditioner clutch hub looks like the one shown below or has a Ford part no. E4311-19D7861AA. This is a replacement for all mustangs 1982 and up.

2. Inspect the threads located in the center of the air conditioning clutch hub. Wire brush or clean these threads. Place locktite #242 on the thread of the aluminum adaptor. (Note: This adaptor is used to mount the polished cover. Screw this adaptor into the threads of rthe air conditioning clutch hub. Tighten until O-ring makes contact with hub.

3. Note that there are two counter sunk threaded holes in the adaptor. Now, hand tighten until one of the holes matches up with one of the six holes located in the install (NOTE: The bolt must turn all the way down and be tight. This is used to safety lock the adaptor in place.

4. Now take the polished cover and find 4 - #8-32 bolts. Find the four bolt holes located on the adaptor. Use locktite #242 and install all four bolts and tighten.